About this Study
Our recent study, Monetizing Online Video, confirmed that members of
Generation Y are technically sophisticated early adopters who heavily
consume online video. Learning more about how young adults watch TV
shows and movies online is a must for any service provider or content
owner looking to create breakthrough products and services - or simply
refine their current offerings - for this demographic.
Ethnographic research is an excellent way of gathering this vital
information to identify opportunities, market gaps and areas for
innovation. Personas are the output of this research.

Generation Y Online
Video Personas

This user research study reveals:
• A “day in the life” of two archetypal Gen Y video viewers
• How Gen Y consumes online video, and the relationship it has to their
other household and social activity
• Young adults' level of engagement with sites and services, and
intra-generational difference in behaviors
• The way Gen Y learns about video content they want to watch, and
how they track what they have watched

What is a persona?
An ethnographic user research study by Elastic Path™ software
Created by:
Laura Ballay, User Experience Manager
Meghan Deutscher, Interaction Designer

A persona is a fictional character based on studying real users in
their natural context that goes much deeper than simply asking
customers what they think or want. It is a composite of actual
observed behaviors, needs, and goals, and describes the flow of
someone’s day, including their skill level, attitudes, environment
and goals.
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About David & Vanessa
Vanessa works full-time at a physical therapy clinic and David part-time at
the university with a casual landscaping job on the side. Since graduating
from college a few years ago, they have both been paying off student loans.
They are also saving to buy a place and go traveling in a year or two. This
means they’ve seriously curtailed going out and now spend most evenings
and weekends at home. Worried that they’ll overdose on spending too much
time together, they try to keep up their social lives by having friends over.
Usually they will have Vanessa’s sister or old roommates come over for
dinner and movie nights. Every month or two, David will take Vanessa to see
movies on the big screen despite the $11 ticket price. They’ll choose
movies that they know will look particularly good on the big screen.

COUPLE
in Seattle WA

Cohabitation Timeline
4 years ago

“We probably watch TV & movies together too
much, like a couple of hours a night, but you know
it’s always been that way.”
- David

Met at the University of Washington

3 years ago
1 year ago

Moved into a shared house with 2 other friends
Moved a 1-bedroom apartment in Greenwood

Their Setup
Hardware

Services

24” TV

Netflix Account shared with
previous roommate

Playstation
Old VCR

Hulu and considering HuluPlus

MacBook
Desktop PC
Cell phones
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Viewpoints

Going to the Movie Theater

Subscription Services
“The most important thing for me is that I can get
good recommendations. We don’t have cable so if
it’s not recommended when I’m already watching
something, or on Facebook or my friends don’t tell
me about, I’m not going to hear about your show.”

“Tickets are expensive but I have good memories of
going to the theater with my family. And movies are way
more fun there anyway –it’s dark, there’s a huge screen,
you can get popcorn, you’re out of the house and there
are no dirty dishes piled up next to you.”

“Yeah but the couch is so much more comfortable. I
like it more when we watch them at home. We can
pause the movie and get snacks whenever we want
and we don’t have to wear pants!”

“I agree. And I wish Netflix would realize that
more than one person uses an account, so that you
can rate your own shows and get your own recommendations. You and Jessica are always complaining
that my ratings mess up your recommendations.”

Pirated Videos
The DVD Collection
“I always glance in the DVD bins when I’m at Fred
Meyer. Sometimes you find some good stuff in
there. If it’s a good deal and I think I’ll watch it more
than once, then I’ll buy it.”

“I used to download movies and a LOT of music but I
don’t really anymore. I got tired of waiting a long time
for a download that ends up being crappy quality
anyway. Now I’ll torrent a movie if it’s too old or
obscure to find anywhere else, but no way I’ll spend
more than 10 or 15 minutes looking for it.”

“I know you get them on sale but still,
what’s the point of collecting a bunch
of DVDs? Why would you need it to be
with you forever? Other than maybe the
Simpsons, I’d never watch the same
movie or show more than twice.”
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“I don’t know if it’s right to download movies. You can
get caught easily right? So I don’t and I won’t watch
pirated movies...unless David happens to put one on. Oh
yeah, there was the time I really wanted to see Mamma
Mia, but I was between jobs and had no cash. Okay, so
David showed me how to look for it on some sketchy
sites but they just made me frustrated and I ended up
buying it anyway.”

Thursday

“
He’s a 25-year old social
worker in the morning.
A landscape artist in
the afternoon.
Any other time, he just
tries to keep it cool.

David writes unforgettable reviews and
comments.” --YouTube
David only regularly works weekday mornings so he usually has afternoons free.
Sometimes he’ll get called in to help a
couple times a week at a landscaping gig
he has on the side. To avoid wasting the
day in front of the TV, he’ll make specific
plans to run errands, hang out with friends
or go on a hike or bike ride. But he almost
always will come home to make lunch and
watch The Daily Show from the night before.
While The Daily Show plays on his laptop, he’ll also catch up on
blogs and websites that he follows. Some of them have articles
about movies and TV shows that he’ll read. If something sounds
interesting, he’ll pause The Daily Show and YouTube its trailer or
clip. If he’s still intrigued, he’ll add the movie or show name to a list
he keeps on his cell phone. It’s the only way he’ll remember what
he wants to see when he and Vanessa are deciding what to watch.

“I watch movies to unwind, TV
shows too. The added bonus is
that it’s cheap entertainment.”

Special Features:
● Enjoys rating and revewing
movies
● Master quoter of Coen
brothers movies

● Extreme tabbing skills to
avoid streaming ads
● Documentary connoisseur
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AFTERNOON

1:00

2 3 LAND UNDER COVER
David departs from the usual
junipers to give the McLean yard
a facelift.
3:00 2 3 BIKE SHOP TALK
5

COFFEE UP!

4 RIDE WITH ME
Guests: Shaun Beau, Archie
Struthers, and Chuck Thompson
5:00 3 BEER AT CHUCK’S - Comedy
3:30

6:00

5

COOKING FOR VANESSA

David Recommends:

Vanessa

Monday

“
Vanessa has amazing TV marathon
stamina.” --Netflix
Vanessa gets home from work around 4:30 and makes a beeline for
her sweats and the couch. She loves to relax with her snack in front
of the TV for an hour or so, before she has to deal with laundry or
other chores. This is her “me time” since David is often still out.
Plus she can catch up on the Reality TV shows she follows without
David teasing her about it. Or she can watch anything she knows
David would not be interested in watching with her.
Once the show’s over, she’ll queue up a series or multiple episodes
of a show to play in the background as she goes about her evening.
This way she doesn’t have to choose something else to play at the
end of every program. These are usually shows that she has seen
already or is only kind of interested in. She’ll play them continuously
while she exercises or cleans up after dinner. She prefers TV shows
over movies because they are shorter and she doesn’t have to stay
that focused. Even if she’s not really watching the show at all, she
likes having something on in the background. Sometimes she’ll even
take the laptop outside and play something while gardening on their
balcony.

“Sometimes I feel like a crazy person
‘cause the guys in Grey’s Anatomy are like
my friends. They keep me company.”

Special Features:
● Can knit, do sit-ups, talk on the ● Sweats and ponytail
phone and watch TV all at the
aficionado
same time
● Epic conversationalist
● Loved and lost her beloved Tivo
when it comes to the
Kardashians
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EVENING

2
3 JOGGING JAM
Vanessa challenges her record
time running the double-lake
circuit.
7:00 4 WHAT’S COOKING DAVE?!
6:00

7:30

4

MOM NETWORK NEWS

3 IN STITCHES
8:00 4 ROM-COM & CAKE
Guests: Judy Hersch and
Maria Lanetti
11:30 5 CATCHING ZZZ’S - Drama
2
5

Vanessa Recommends:

Put personas to work for you
Methodology

About the Authors
Meghan Deutscher in an Interaction Designer with
10 years experience in user research, usability
testing, building killer wireframes and using her
engineering background to bring designs to life. Her
favorite movie is Annie Hall.
For the past decade, Laura Ballay has led the
delivery of well-crafted user experiences for digital
products of all shapes and sizes. Her favorite movie
is Metropolitan.

Contact our User Experience team
To find out how Elastic Path’s ecommerce research and consulting services can
help you succeed, please email consulting@elasticpath.com or call 1.800.942.5282
(toll-free within North America) or +1.604.408.8078 (outside North America).

Our team conducted one-on-one studies with seven Generation Y (age
18 - 29) participants and, in several cases, their significant others. All
participants were screened for regular online video usage on both free
video websites and paid video services (i.e. Netflix, Hulu, etc.). All
participants worked full or part-time to ensure that they had disposable
income. None of the participants were students.

Why use personas?
• Identify opportunities and product gaps to drive strategy.
• Give focus to projects by building a shared understanding of customers
across multiple cross-functional teams.
• Provide consistent focus to “Who we are designing for?”.
• Easily test, validate and prioritize ideas throughout development.
• Build empathy with users by allowing the team to “walk in their shoes.”
• Set the stage for user-centered design.

About Elastic Path

Elastic Path provides the industry’s most f!exible enterprise ecommerce platform and strategic ecommerce consulting.
We help innovative enterprises sell more digital goods and services in a way that is frictionless, social, and everywhere.
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